Please note that data cannot be shared publically as individuals can be identified, given the small size of each CCRC and the information available about CCRC consumers, which includes not only their demographic characteristics but also their social relations. Data are available for use upon request and verification of a researcher status. Contact person is Sarit Spector: <sarit.spector@biu.ac.il>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Older adults often report high levels of aloneness and loneliness \[[@pone.0225554.ref001], [@pone.0225554.ref002]\]. In response to the unique social needs of older adults, there are a variety of formal (paid) outlets, which specifically aim to provide older adults with social opportunities \[[@pone.0225554.ref003], [@pone.0225554.ref004]\]. One such outlet, which actively attempts to alleviate loneliness among older adults, is the continuing care retirement community (CCRC) \[[@pone.0225554.ref005]\].

In Israel, where the present study took place, CCRCs are privately funded and are considered an expensive residential alternative available only to a select few \[[@pone.0225554.ref006]\]. The setting is marketed as an opportunity to celebrate "old age" \[[@pone.0225554.ref007]\]. It is available to older adults who are independent upon entrance and offers a variety of social and health services to cater to the interests and needs of the residents \[[@pone.0225554.ref008]\]. Because the CCRC is considered the "last stop," assisted living services are often available on the premises, with no need for the older adults to relocate, so that they can enjoy continuity. The nursing unit is also located on-site, but is usually somewhat remote from the independent unit \[[@pone.0225554.ref009]\].

Older adults often report that loneliness and social isolation are among the main reasons for their relocation into a CCRC \[[@pone.0225554.ref010]\]. Enhanced social opportunities and contact with other residents are identified as important "pull" factors responsible for attracting older residents to the CCRC \[[@pone.0225554.ref010], [@pone.0225554.ref011]\]. Following relocation to a CCRC, older adults tend to report a reduction in loneliness and an improvement in their social ties with residents and friends \[[@pone.0225554.ref012], [@pone.0225554.ref013]\]. Although researchers have argued that the number of ties between individuals who make up the social network in CCRCs is quite sparse, with most residents not even knowing each other \[[@pone.0225554.ref014]\], others have shown that the CCRC is effective in alleviating loneliness and facilitating social connections among its residents \[[@pone.0225554.ref015], [@pone.0225554.ref016]\]. However, some research has stressed the presence of cliques, conflicts, and loneliness in residential care settings \[[@pone.0225554.ref017], [@pone.0225554.ref018]\]. Moreover, a recent review of the literature has concluded that the rates of loneliness in long-term care are high, with more than 50% of the residents reporting loneliness \[[@pone.0225554.ref019]\]. However, this review encompassed a large number of long-term care settings, including nursing homes and nursing units, which involve older people who might be experiencing substantial physical and/or cognitive impairments.

What predicts the presence of close social ties? {#sec002}
------------------------------------------------

This study evaluated potential predictors of the presence of close social ties between CCRC residents. This is important because of the increasing popularity of CCRCs as a residential alternative for older adults. This is also important given the significance of close ties, defined in this study as relationships that allow people to comfortably reveal their intimate secrets and thoughts to others, in the lives of older adults \[[@pone.0225554.ref020]\]. We capitalize on two major theoretical bases, outlined below.

The first theory, referred to as the attractiveness theory, argues that certain individuals are socially more attractive because they have certain characteristics that make them so \[[@pone.0225554.ref021]\]. For instance, we know that physical appearance, extraversion, and self-confidence serve as magnets and make some people more socially attractive in the eyes of others \[[@pone.0225554.ref022]--[@pone.0225554.ref024]\]. In the CCRC, good health could be considered a desired commodity, given its relative scarcity and high value for residents \[[@pone.0225554.ref025]\]. In support of this claim, past research has shown that health is a potential asset that makes CCRC residents more socially attractive \[[@pone.0225554.ref026]\]. Consistently, a higher level of cognitive functioning has also been shown to be associated with a larger social network \[[@pone.0225554.ref027], [@pone.0225554.ref028]\]. These findings obtained from an analysis of the entire social network of CCRC residents are supported by qualitative research that has identified physical and cognitive functioning as valuable assets of CCRC residents \[[@pone.0225554.ref009], [@pone.0225554.ref025], [@pone.0225554.ref029]\].

Another theoretical basis that could potentially account for the presence of social ties between CCRC residents is homophily \[[@pone.0225554.ref030]\]. Homophily---"birds of a feather flocking together"---is when people form closer ties to those with whom they have characteristics in common \[[@pone.0225554.ref031]\]. There is ample research to show that homophily exists with regard to status attributes (e.g., gender, race, education, and age), for instance \[[@pone.0225554.ref031], [@pone.0225554.ref032]\].

Researchers have argued that the most common basis for the development of social ties based on homophily is race, followed by other characteristics such as age and education \[[@pone.0225554.ref031]\]. Specifically, racial segregation takes place even in mixed-race schools and neighborhoods, and people of different racial groups are less likely to form close relationships with each other \[[@pone.0225554.ref033], [@pone.0225554.ref034]\]. Age has also been found to be a very strong indicator of homophily, as our entire social lives are organized around it \[[@pone.0225554.ref035]\]. In later life, age segregation might be particularly pronounced \[[@pone.0225554.ref036]\] and even intensified by older adults' living arrangements \[[@pone.0225554.ref029]\]. Education is another well-known basis for the development of social ties, with individuals of similar socioeconomic status grouping \[[@pone.0225554.ref037]\]. This tendency might be intensified by the fact that individuals tend to choose their living environment in relation to their socioeconomic status \[[@pone.0225554.ref038]\].

Another very consistent predictor of social ties is physical location \[[@pone.0225554.ref039]--[@pone.0225554.ref041]\], following the assumption that two individuals who are physically in close proximity exhibit greater geographic homophily \[[@pone.0225554.ref031]\]. A recent study conducted in a CCRC showed that older adults who shared the same hallway were more likely to like each other \[[@pone.0225554.ref042]\]. This study builds on a very large body of literature, dating back to 1950, that shows that physical proximity brings people not only physically but also emotionally closer together \[[@pone.0225554.ref043]\]. Others have found geographic proximity to be a consistent predictor of friendship formation between school-age children as well as adults \[[@pone.0225554.ref044]--[@pone.0225554.ref047]\].

Homophily also explains the potential role of the institutional culture in the formation of social ties. "Institutional culture" refers to the values, customs, attitudes, and behaviors that are shared collectively among the individuals who make up the institution, such as the CCRC in the present study, and go beyond the individual characteristics of the residents \[[@pone.0225554.ref048], [@pone.0225554.ref049]\]. It is possible that some individuals choose certain institutions because of their high degree of similarity with its members in other qualities, such as age, gender, or education. Alternatively, individuals may become more similar over time, simply because they belong to the same institution.

The institutional culture matters because it can shape our likes and dislikes \[[@pone.0225554.ref050]\]. The institutional culture also helps shape our communication style \[[@pone.0225554.ref051], [@pone.0225554.ref052]\], the type of relations formed, and the strength of relationships \[[@pone.0225554.ref053]\]. Consistently, individuals may select certain institutions and not others because of already existing similarities among members. Although institutional culture can be seen as a case of homophily, it differs from the other forms of homophily tested in this study. Institutional culture defines the entire social network in each CCRC rather than homophily at the dyadic level (ego-alter relations), which is the case of all other characteristics examined in this study, such as health and age.

The present study {#sec003}
-----------------

A unique advantage of the present study is its multi-site nature. In contrast to past research \[[@pone.0225554.ref042], [@pone.0225554.ref054]\], this study examines four different CCRCs. Hence, it assesses the generalizability of the findings beyond the characteristics of the unique setting. By examining four different settings, our study adds to a growing body of research that has argued for the importance of integrating the concept of institutional culture into the field of social networks \[[@pone.0225554.ref055]--[@pone.0225554.ref058]\]. Because institutional culture varies and is affected by a variety of factors, including the size of the institution, its physical location, and the composition of the members who make up the institution, we did not aim to delineate the exact qualities of the institutional culture. Instead, we assessed the relative strength of the institutional culture, over other potential theoretical explanations at the ego-alter level, for the existence of social ties. If institutional culture is a significant predictor of the existence of social ties above and beyond other possible explanations, such as attractiveness or homophily, we would expect to find different predictors for the existence of social ties in different CCRCs, suggesting that no two CCRCs are alike.

In addition to the institutional culture, which can only be measured at the network level, we examined four sets of variables to assess the role of attractiveness and homophily at the dyadic level. Specifically, we assessed demographic characteristics (age, gender, education, tenure), health indicators (subjective health, number of chronic conditions, activities of daily living), social position (subjective social status, loneliness), and physical location indicators (wing, floor, and room proximity).

For the attractiveness hypothesis, we tested whether certain characteristics make the individual more attractive (i.e., have a higher number of people naming them as a significant contact). Because we expected younger residents to be seen as more attractive, given past research that shows that ageism hampers older adults' social interactions \[[@pone.0225554.ref059]\], we examined age as an attractive factor. In line with past research that finds women to have larger networks \[[@pone.0225554.ref060]\], we expected women to be seen as more attractive socially. Tenure (length of stay in the CCRC) was also seen as a potential predictor of the existence of social ties, based on past research that identifies a significant association between tenure and network size \[[@pone.0225554.ref061]\]. We also examined health indicators, based on research showing that health status is a major determinant of close social ties \[[@pone.0225554.ref062]\], and social position as potential qualities that could make the formation of close ties more likely \[[@pone.0225554.ref063]\].

For the homophily hypothesis, we tested whether individuals who have characteristics in common were more likely to have strong social ties with one another. We did this by examining whether existing social ties (such as those based on gender or age difference) were randomly selected from the pool of all possible ties. In line with the previous research elaborated above, we expected individuals who share similar demographic characteristics \[[@pone.0225554.ref031], [@pone.0225554.ref032]\], health characteristics \[[@pone.0225554.ref064]\], and/or social position indicators \[[@pone.0225554.ref065]\] to be more likely to form close social ties to each other. Consistent with past research \[[@pone.0225554.ref039]--[@pone.0225554.ref041]\], physical location characteristics, including CCRC's institutional culture, wing proximity, floor proximity, and room proximity were examined as potential predictors of the presence of close ties (i.e., a type of homophily). It is important to note that some aspects of our hypotheses were not as grounded in past research as others, as not all variables have been previously examined in relation to the existence of social ties among older adults. However, we decided to examine a relatively large number of potential predictors for the existence of social ties, given the limited research on the topic to date.

Design and methods {#sec004}
==================

The sample and procedure {#sec005}
------------------------

All residents in four CCRCs (designated as AG, MF, BY, and MJ in the study) in Israel were approached. All of the residents were eligible to participate, provided they spoke Hebrew or English and did not have a diagnosis of dementia as indicated in their medical records. This information was directly conveyed by the social worker in charge of the setting, as the researchers had no access to respondents' medical records. Interviews were conducted face-to-face by trained research assistants. Most interviews occurred in the respondent's room in the CCRC. The interviews were conducted between November 2016 and October 2017; in each setting, the interviews were conducted over a period of about three to four months. Potential respondents received information about the study in writing and through oral presentations. Respondents were able to opt out of the study at any time and there were no sanctions associated with lack of participation. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the school of social work at Bar Ilan University. All participants signed an informed consent.

The response rate was 60% in AG, 38% in MF, 31% in BY, and 36% in MJ. Of the non-responders (56% in AG, 53% in MF, 54% in BY, 70% in MJ), the main reasons were physical illness, cognitive impairment, or death. With the exception of MJ, the mean in-degree (the number of individuals in the CCRC who knew the person) of those who declined to participate was significantly higher than the mean in-degree of those who could not participate. This suggests that data are not missing at random. Data are available upon request.

The settings {#sec006}
------------

We selected the settings based on past research \[[@pone.0225554.ref059], [@pone.0225554.ref066]\] that stressed the importance of the CCRC's features in shaping older residents' social lives. We specifically aimed for geographic diversity by selecting settings from the center of the country and from Jerusalem. The center of the country tends to be characterized by more liberal views and greater wealth than Jerusalem, which is generally considered poorer and more conservative \[[@pone.0225554.ref067]\]. We also looked for variations in size (CCRCs ranging from 40 to 299 residents), socioeconomic status, and cultural background. This potentially allows for some generalization of the findings beyond the individual characteristics of a particular setting \[[@pone.0225554.ref068]\].

MF had 299 residents living in six adjacent wings. AG had 40 residents living in a five-story building. BY has two connected wings spread over four floors; at the time of this study, BY had 162 residents. Finally, MJ had 89 residents living in a five-story building. Other information about the specific characteristics of the four CCRCs can be found in a previous publication based on these data \[[@pone.0225554.ref014]\].

Measures {#sec007}
--------

### Demographic characteristics {#sec008}

Age, gender, years of education, and tenure were gathered through self-report.

### Health indicators {#sec009}

Medical status was assessed as the number of chronic conditions reported by the respondent (e.g., diabetes, hypertension, heart condition, stroke, arthritis; range 0--6). A higher score indicated more physical problems.

Overall functioning was assessed using an Activities of Daily Living (ADL) scale (e.g., requiring assistance in showering, dressing, or transfer; range 0--6), with a yes/no response format \[[@pone.0225554.ref069]\]. A higher score indicated greater impairment.

Subjective health was assessed using a single item, which asked respondents to rate their health on a five-point scale (5 = excellent; 1 = very poor).

### Social position {#sec010}

The MacArthur Scale of Subjective Social Status is a 10-rung ladder measuring subjective socioeconomic standing. Participants were asked to mark the rung that best represents their social position within their community. On the top rung are the richest and best educated individuals; the poorest and least educated are at the bottom of the ladder \[[@pone.0225554.ref070], [@pone.0225554.ref071]\].

-   Loneliness was assessed using the short R-UCLA Scale \[[@pone.0225554.ref072], [@pone.0225554.ref073]\], one of the most widely used scales of loneliness. The measure includes three questions ("How often do you feel you lack companionship?"; "How often do you feel left out of social activities?

" and "How often do you feel isolated from others?"), rated on a three-point scale (recoded as 1 = hardly ever or never; 3 = often). A mean score was calculated, with a higher overall score representing greater loneliness (range 1--3) (α = .83).

### Physical location indicators {#sec011}

In addition to the CCRC setting, a defined location, which represents the institutional culture as an aggregate, we obtained information about the wing number, floor number, and room number of each of the respondents. For each respondent, we calculated a room distance (room proximity), a wing distance (wing proximity; for the two settings that had wings), and a floor distance (floor proximity) in relation to the location of all other residents. This information was used to calculate geographic homophily (physical proximity) in the ego network.

### Constructing the social networks {#sec012}

Each respondent received a list of names of all individuals receiving services in the respective CCRC. All names appeared on the list, unrelated to whether or not these individuals participated in the study. Respondents were asked to indicate whether or not they were familiar with each of the CCRC residents. For each person on the list, respondents were asked the following question: "How likely are you to share your thoughts and secrets with this person?" The responses to this question were used to construct the social network of close social ties. The answers were rated on a five-point scale and dichotomized in this study to represent greater likelihood (4--5) or lower likelihood (1--3) of sharing thoughts and secrets. A directed link was portrayed only between individuals who reported ties at a level of 4 or higher. For instance, if resident A ranked the probability of sharing thoughts and secrets with resident B as 4 or 5, we included a directed link from A to B. But, if A ranked the probability of sharing thoughts and secrets as 3 or lower or did not rank it at all, we did not include a link from A to B. A link from B to A could still be present, provided B ranked the probability of sharing thoughts and secrets with A as 4 or higher.

### Analysis {#sec013}

Our study used social network analysis methodology. Social networks are formally defined as a set of nodes (representing network members) connected by one or several types of relations, or edges \[[@pone.0225554.ref074]\]. Analysis was conducted using R \[[@pone.0225554.ref075]\] and the igraph package \[[@pone.0225554.ref076]\]. Analysis was restricted to those who participated in the survey. To test the study hypotheses, we followed several stages:

The attractiveness hypothesis was tested using correlations between the ego's in-degree and all relevant attributes. This analysis was conducted within each setting to examine consistency across settings.

The homophily hypothesis was examined by comparing the median value of existing ties (e.g., with regard to age or gender) to that of all possible social ties as if they were randomly formed. A significant value indicates that tie formation based on gender, age, or any other attribute is significantly different from what would be expected if the social ties were made at random. Below is an example of the analysis, using age as an attribute of interest:

We define *Δage*~*ij*~ *≡ \|age*~*i*~*−age*~*j*~*\|* as the age difference between persons *i* and *j*. The link indicator *link*~*ij*~ indicates whether person *i* shares thoughts and secrets with person *j* (*link*~*ij*~ = 1) or not (*link*~*ij*~ = 0). We note that *link*~*ij*~ is a directed measure, implying that *link*~*ij*~ and *link*~*ji*~ are not necessarily equal. We then compare the median value of *Δage*~*ij*~ of the entire population to *Δage*~*ij*~ of existing links (*link*~*ij*~ = 1). A significant result indicates that a link is more likely to be formed when homophily exists (i.e., the connection between *i* and *j* is non-random) \[[@pone.0225554.ref077]\]. To test this set of hypotheses, we conducted the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxson test, a nonparametric test to compare the median of a sample to the population. The Mann-Whitney test is used as an alternative to the t-test when the sample and population distributions are not normally distributed. A similar analysis was conducted for all attributes examined in this study (demographic data, health indicators, social position, and physical distance indicators). This analysis was conducted within each setting to examine consistency across settings.

**The role of the institutional culture.** We ran link prediction models with random forests (RFs) as a summative attempt to identify the various motivations behind social tie formation: the attractiveness of certain attributes, homophily versus the institutional culture (e.g., homophily at the network level). Link prediction predicts the likelihood of specific ties (links) in a given network \[[@pone.0225554.ref078]\]. Prediction can be based on the structure of the network or on the characteristics of the social nodes and ties. Random forest is an ensemble machine-learning method of classification using decision trees that produces an accurate and stable prediction model \[[@pone.0225554.ref078]\]. RF is often used as a mechanism for link prediction (see \[[@pone.0225554.ref079]--[@pone.0225554.ref081]\]). An important byproduct of RF is a variable-importance measure that ranks variables according to their importance in the prediction task. Following the algorithm in \[[@pone.0225554.ref082]\], we used the Conditional Inference (CI) RF model, with 100 trees.

Link prediction is originally a prediction problem; RFs are designed as a prediction algorithm with limited ability to explain the causal relationship between the predictors and the predicted value (see \[[@pone.0225554.ref083], [@pone.0225554.ref084]\]). However, in this analysis we took a reverse-engineering approach and focused on the classification process, rather than on the classification output. To that end, we constructed a link prediction problem based on the characteristics of the social nodes and ties and examined the variable-importance score of various attributes as potential predictors of the formation of ties.

The reason for choosing RF rather than other alternative link prediction classifiers, such as Lasso regression, or the logistic model, stems from the properties of the classification outcome. Specifically, while other classifiers might increase the link prediction accuracy, they lack the unbiased variable-importance scores that are outputted by RF.

To test the validity of our model, we divided the sample into training (60%) and validation (40%) samples. We ran the model on the training set and checked its accuracy on the validation set. Because of multicollinearity between attractiveness indicators and difference (homophily) indicators, we present two separate models: one to examine the role of attractiveness (on top of location indicators) and one to examine the role of homophily (on top of location indicators).

Results {#sec014}
=======

The sample {#sec015}
----------

[Table 1](#pone.0225554.t001){ref-type="table"} presents the demographic characteristics of the participants in each of the four settings. The average age of respondents was between 79.7 (SD = 25.8) (in MF) and 86.7 (SD = 5.7) (in BY). The majority of respondents in all four settings were female (ranging from 69% in MJ to 84% in MF). The average years of education ranged substantially: the average number of years of education in BY was 9.5 (SD = 5.6) and in AG 15.4 (SD = 4.7). The number of years in the CCRC was highest in AG (7.4 years; SD = 5.5) and BY (7.4 years; SD = 8.2) and lowest in MJ (3.3 years; SD = 3.0).

10.1371/journal.pone.0225554.t001

###### Sample characteristics per Continuing Care Retirement Community (CCRC) setting.

![](pone.0225554.t001){#pone.0225554.t001g}

  Sample characteristics                           AG (*N* = 23)   BY (*N* = 55)   MF (*N* = 115)   MJ (*N* = 36)
  ------------------------------------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------------- ---------------
  **Geographic location**                          Jerusalem       Center          Center           Jerusalem
  **Overall size**                                 40              162             299              89
  ***Demographic characteristics***                                                                 
  **Age (M\[SD\])**                                82.8(6.9)       86.7(5.7)       79.7(25.8)       84.3(9.3)
  **Women (N,%)**                                  18(78%)         42(76%)         97(84%)          25(69%)
  **Education in years (M\[SD\])**                 15.4(4.7)       12.7(3.3)       13.6(4.2)        9.9(5.6)
  **Tenure (years in the CCRC) (M\[SD\])**         7.4(5.5)        7.4(8.2)        6.5(7.1)         3.3(3.0)
  ***Health status***                                                                               
  **Medical status (M\[SD\]) (0--6)**              1.3(1.2)        1.2(1.1)        1.3(1.1)         1.8(1.5)
  **Overall functioning (M\[SD\]) (0--6)**         1.0(2.1)        1.6(.1)         .9(1.9)          1.5(.1)
  **Subjective health (1--5)**                     2.9(1.1)        2.9(1.0         2.6(.1)          2.6(1.0)
  ***Social position***                                                                             
  **Subjective social status (M\[SD\]) (0--10)**   7.5(1.6)        7.6(1.5)        7.6(1.7)         7.2(2.0)
  **Loneliness (M\[SD\]) (1--3)**                  1.6(.7)         1.3(.4)         1.5(.6)          1.5(.6)

M = mean, SD = standard deviation; AG, BY, MF, MJ stand for the four different CCRCs.

[Table 2](#pone.0225554.t002){ref-type="table"} presents the social network characteristics of the sample. Network density represents the number of actual ties out of all possible ties. It ranges from 0 (no connections at all) to 1 (all possible connections are established). The lowest density was in MJ (.01); the highest was in AG (.09). Both represent a very low density, as only 9 out of 100 possible ties were identified as close ties in AG and 1 out of 100 ties were identified in MJ. Network components represent the proportion of the network that includes a path between each pair of individuals. The number of components ranges substantially from 28 in the largest CCRC (MF) to 1 in the smallest (BY). In-degree represents the number of people who nominated the respondent as a close tie; out-degree represents the number of people nominated by the respondent as close ties. The average in-degree and out-degree was 2.17 in AG, 3.44 in BY, 1.52 in MF, and .78 in MJ.

10.1371/journal.pone.0225554.t002

###### Network characteristics.
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  Setting   Size   Density   Components   Mean in-degree   Standard deviation in-degree   Mean out-degree   Standard deviation out-degree
  --------- ------ --------- ------------ ---------------- ------------------------------ ----------------- -------------------------------
  **AG**    40     0.09      3            2.17             2.14                           2.17              2.68
  **BY**    162    0.07      1            3.44             2.16                           3.44              4.87
  **MF**    299    0.01      28           1.52             1.63                           1.52              3.36
  **MJ**    89     0.03      14           0.78             0.91                           0.78              1.29

Density- Number of actual ties out of all possible ties

Components- A proportion of the network that includes a path between each pair of individuals

In-degree- Number of people who nominated the respondent as a close tie

Out-degree- Number of people nominated by the respondent as close ties

AG, BY, MF, MJ stand for the four different CCRCs

Testing the attractiveness hypothesis {#sec016}
-------------------------------------

[Table 3](#pone.0225554.t003){ref-type="table"} outlines the correlations of the in-degree with the various attributes per setting. Both the size and direction of the correlations were inconsistent across settings, providing limited support to the attractiveness hypothesis. In AG, none of the variables used to test the attractiveness hypothesis was significantly associated with the number of in-coming ties (more individuals nominating the ego as a close social tie). In BY, lower age, lower tenure, and lower levels of loneliness were significantly associated with number of in-coming ties. In MF, higher age was associated with more in-coming ties. In MJ, women were more likely to have more in-coming ties.

10.1371/journal.pone.0225554.t003

###### Correlations of In-degree and attributes in each of the centers.
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  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Sample characteristics                 AG (*N* = 23)          BY (*N* = 55)          MF (*N* = 115)          MJ (*N* = 36)   
  -------------------------------------- --------------- ------ --------------- ------ ---------------- ------ --------------- ------
  ***Demographic characteristics***                                                                                            

  **Age**                                .19             0.41   -0.35           0.01   .20              0.03   -0.26           0.15

  **Women**                              .25             0.25   -0.25           0.09   -.09             0.32   0.36            0.04

  **Education in years**                 .07\            0.77   0.02            0.91   .12              0.22   0.15            0.45

  **Tenure (years in the CCRC)**         .07             .74    -.32            0.03   .20              .06    .21             .28

  ***Health status***                                                                                                          

  **Medical status (0--6)**              -.19            0.38   -0.05           0.73   .10              0.29   -0.14           0.45

  **Overall functioning (0--6)**         .39             0.07   0.07            0.64   -.14             0.13   0.05            0.79

  **Subjective health (1--5)**           .15             0.51   0.21            0.16   .18              0.06   0.04            0.82

  ***Social position***                                                                                                        

  **Subjective social status (0--10)**   -.39            0.17   0.27            0.17   .10              0.36   0.39            0.11

  **Loneliness (1--3)**                  .19             0.38   -0.27           0.07   .05              0.57   -0.13           0.50
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AG, BY, MF, MJ stand for the four different CCRCs; In-degree- Number of people who nominated the respondent as a close tie; Attractiveness is measured as a correlation between in-degree and each of the different attributes at the ego level.

Testing the homophily hypothesis {#sec017}
--------------------------------

[Table 4](#pone.0225554.t004){ref-type="table"} presents the homophily tests per attribute for each of the four CCRCs. [Table 4](#pone.0225554.t004){ref-type="table"} shows that homophily operationalized as wing proximity and floor proximity was a significant predictor of the existence of close ties among residents in three of the four settings, and room proximity was a significant predictor in two of the settings. Overall functioning was also a significant predictor in two of the settings.

10.1371/journal.pone.0225554.t004

###### Homophily tests per attribute.
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  CCRC setting                           AG                     BY                            MF               MJ             
  -------------------------------------- -------------- ------- ------- --------------------- -------- ------- -------------- ---------------------
  ***Demographic characteristic***                                                                                            
  **Age**                                2.11           0.06    4.21    0.09                  -1.44    0.04    4.27           0.31
  **Gender**                             0.41           0.01    0       *(low variability)*   0.18     0.04    0.25           0.50
  **Education in years**                 0.94           0.38    -0.25   0.39                  -0.59    0.13    0.33           0.50
  **Tenure (years in the CCRC)**         2.64           0.04    6.87    0.04                  -1.51    0.04    2.13           0.12
  ***Health indicators***                                                                                                     
  **Medical status (0--6)**              0.12           0.29    0.5     0.17                  -0.14    0.28    0.50           0.29
  **Overall functioning (0--6)**         0.88           0.04    4.5     0.07                  0.86     0.01    0.00           *(low variability)*
  **Subjective health (1--5)**           1.00           0.001   0.75    0.07                  -0.50    0.001   1.00           0.19
  ***Social position***                                                                                                       
  **Subjective social status (0--10)**   -0.25          0.50    0.00    *(low variability)*   -0.06    0.42    3.50           0.50
  **Loneliness (1--3)**                  0.08           0.45    0.17    0.17                  0.03     0.41    0.56           0.50
  ***Physical location indicators***                                                                                          
  **Wing proximity**                     Not relevant           0.45    .005                  3.62     .03     Not relevant   
  **Floor proximity**                    -0.13          0.57    -0.09   0.02                  -0.74    0.03    -0.62          0.02
  **Room proximity**                     -1.38          0.28    2.16    0.74                  -28.75   0.002   -1.99          0.06

AG, BY, MF, MJ stand for the four different CCRCs; Homophily is estimated as the median value of existing ties compared against all possible social ties as if they were randomly formed

The remaining variables were inconsistent across settings. Gender dissimilarity was associated with a greater likelihood of tie existence in AG and in MF, but not in the other two settings. Tenure dissimilarity was associated with a greater likelihood of tie existence in AG and BY, but tenure homophily was true for MF. In MF, age homophily was also associated with the existence of close social ties. Subjective health dissimilarity was significantly associated with the existence of close social ties in AG, but subjective health homophily was true for MF.

Testing the role of the institutional culture {#sec018}
---------------------------------------------

[Fig 1](#pone.0225554.g001){ref-type="fig"} presents the relative importance of the different predictors, which is represented by the size of the bar. All four CCRCs were entered into the model simultaneously. The results show that the particular CCRC setting is the most important predictor (standardized as 1). This indicates that the networking culture differs between centers. Obviously, networks are structurally produced within each center and are thus limited to the particular CCRC, but this analysis shows that the most important split between individuals is determined by CCRC affiliation, suggesting that there is no other common denominator that can better explain the connections and that in each CCRC different strategies are used to facilitate connections between residents. The network strategy is most likely not defined by the individual members' characteristics but rather by the local institutional culture, otherwise we would have seen the same strategy on average for all centers. This finding represents homophily based on affiliation with a particular institute. Next in importance is the physical location. Specifically, wing proximity and floor proximity are about four times less important than the specific setting, but almost two times more important than room proximity. The link prediction model demonstrated good accuracy of the validation model AUC = .95.

![The link prediction model, using forest plot to examine location and attractiveness as predictors.\
Random Forest was used to obtain a variable-importance score of various attractiveness attributes and geographic proximity as potential predictors of the formation of ties. 1.00 represents the most important predictor of the presence of close ties between CCRC residents.](pone.0225554.g001){#pone.0225554.g001}

When the RF model was conducted with regard to homophily, results were consistent, as detailed in [Fig 2](#pone.0225554.g002){ref-type="fig"}. The setting was the most important predictor, followed by wing proximity. These predictors were followed by education, age, floor proximity, and room proximity. This model had a validation accuracy of AUC = .98.

![The link prediction model, using forest plot to examine location and homophily (noted as difference) as predictors.\
Random Forest was used to obtain a variable-importance score of various attractiveness attributes and geographic proximity as potential predictors of the formation of ties. 1.00 represents the most important predictor of the presence of close ties between CCRC residents.](pone.0225554.g002){#pone.0225554.g002}

Discussion {#sec019}
==========

This study examined two possible bases for the existence of close ties between individuals \[[@pone.0225554.ref063]\]. The attractiveness theory suggests that certain attributes or qualities make an individual more attractive or popular than others, whereas the homophily theory argues that people form close relationships with those who are similar to them in certain characteristics. The institutional culture theory is a variant of the homophily theory, but it is tested at the entire level of the social network, rather than at the dyadic level of ego-alter relations. The institutional culture represents the aggregated collaborative values, attitudes, and practices common to a particular institution. It reflects homophily based on location as well as based on other potential variables. Some of these variables, such as age and education, were examined in this study, whereas others were not. Because the study was conducted in four different CCRCs, we had the opportunity to move beyond the specific particularities of a defined setting to examine the generalizability of the findings across settings. By doing so, we examined the potential place of the institutional culture (in this case, the CCRC setting) in shaping the social network \[[@pone.0225554.ref052]\].

The present study is unique in its ability to go beyond the particular CCRC. Previous research in the field of older adults' social networks examined a single institution at a time \[[@pone.0225554.ref054]\]. Our study demonstrates that findings based on a single network may not be generalizable to other networks. This has theoretical, practical, and empirical implications. Theoretically, the findings support the institutional culture theory, which argues that the unique characteristics of a particular institution make certain ties more or less plausible. The findings emphasize the importance of the collective sum over the individuals who make up the group. We were unable to identify variables that consistently contributed to the existence of ties across all four settings: in each setting, different variables or combinations of variables explained the existence of ties. Practically, the findings suggest that no two CCRCs are the same and, as a result, interventions geared to foster close ties among participants should be tailored to the specific CCRC setting. Empirically, this study strikes a cautionary note by stressing the unique characteristics of the individual setting. As social network research in the field of gerontology has largely relied on findings from single settings \[[@pone.0225554.ref054]\], the present findings stress the need to go beyond a single institution to develop a comprehensive understanding of older adults' social networks.

The only consistent determinants of the presence of close social ties were the physical location indicators. Specifically, the strongest predictor for the presence of close social ties was an affiliation with a particular CCRC. This means that the institutional culture differs between CCRCs. The fact that different variations of indicators were significant in the site-specific analyses that examined the attractiveness and homophily hypotheses further suggests that the institutional culture differs across these four sites. Otherwise we would have seen the same strategy on average in all centers \[[@pone.0225554.ref055]\].

Besides the unique characteristics of the particular CCRC, only wing proximity was identified as an important and consistent predictor of the presence of close social ties. This finding is consistent with past research conducted in CCRCs \[[@pone.0225554.ref042]\] as well as with research conducted in a variety of other populations \[[@pone.0225554.ref039]--[@pone.0225554.ref041]\]. This clearly supports the assertion that geographic proximity matters and potentially facilitates the creation of close social ties. The one CCRC exception in which geographic proximity did not play a role in determining the existence of close ties was AG, a small, 40-person CCRC. It is expected that in this type of setting, there is no real need to share a floor in order to form close relationships, as people already live in close proximity to each other.

The surveillance zone is defined as the space within the visual field of the home, in which older adults spend increasingly more time as their physical functioning deteriorates and their ability to explore areas farther away from their home declines \[[@pone.0225554.ref085]\]. Based on the results of the present study, the surveillance zone in the CCRC seems to be the wing. Our study demonstrated that the wing, rather than the floor or room, defines the area in which older adults form close social ties. This area is larger than one's room or floor, but is still limited in its physical size. It fits nicely into Rowels' (1981) definition of the surveillance zone \[[@pone.0225554.ref085]\]. Even in a setting that presents itself as a home---some of the CCRCs in this study literally incorporate the word "home" in their name---older adults' relations seem to be confined to the wing, rather than to the entire space potentially offered to them by the setting.

Contrary to our expectations, demographic variables, health, and subjective social location did not play consistent roles in determining the presence of close ties between individuals. This finding is surprising given past research that emphasized the role of CCRC residents' health in the presence of close social ties \[[@pone.0225554.ref062]\], as health is a scarce resource in the CCRC \[[@pone.0225554.ref009], [@pone.0225554.ref025]\]. Other demographic and subjective social position characteristics also did not have a consistent role in determining the presence of social ties. By examining four different networks, we demonstrate the uniqueness in each CCRC network that cannot necessarily be generalizable to other settings.

In reviewing these findings, several limitations should be noted. First, this is a cross-sectional design that does not allow for inferences about cause and effect. Second, the non-response to this study cannot be defined as missing at random, as those older adults who did not participate in this study because of cognitive problems and sickness were less known in the network (i.e., had a lower number of in-coming ties) \[[@pone.0225554.ref014]\]. Because the analysis of social network data benefits from obtaining data about the entire social network, the presence of missing values certainly suggests that results should be viewed with caution. Moreover, because all participants had to be above a certain age to join a CCRC and, thus, to participate in the study, limited variations with regard to age could potentially account for the fact that neither age attractiveness nor age homophily were consistent predictors in this study. Finally, although we examined a variety of explanations for the presence of close ties, alternative explanations not tested in this study might still be plausible. Other variables such as values or attitudes that were not explored in this study might possibly go beyond the institutional culture to account for the formation of close ties. However, at present there is no strong theory to suggest other potential predictors. Given the fact that only four CCRCs participated in this study, we cannot infer the particular characteristics of each setting that are responsible for the institutional culture. For this reason, we cannot say whether the size, the physical location, the socioeconomic status, or the cultural composition of the residents are responsible for the particular networking strategy employed in a particular CCRC. Finally, similar to past research conducted in CCRCs \[[@pone.0225554.ref042], [@pone.0225554.ref086]\], the findings should be considered within the overall context of the relatively low density of the social network, suggesting that very few individuals are likely to form close ties with others in their network.

Implications {#sec020}
------------

This study provides substantial insights into the social lives of older adults. Given the importance placed on close ties in old age, it is essential to further identify potential determinants responsible for the presence of such ties. Our findings point to the importance of the institutional culture. Specifically, our study shows that different attributes are associated with the presence of close ties in different CCRCs. On the one hand, this is quite logical, as we know that people in different settings appreciate different qualities and that different settings foster different social networks. On the other hand, this creates a challenge for health and long-term care professionals who are obligated to assess the particularities of their settings. The physical location defines the borders of close ties, more so than other characteristics examined in this study. Despite efforts to turn the CCRC into a home, the surveillance zone through which older adults explore the social world is likely confined to the CCRC wing. Long-term care administrators can encourage social activities at the wing level through the introduction of a wing lobby and dining hall, for instance.
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